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ABSTRACT.--We
usedthe doubly-labeledwater (DLW) techniqueto measurethe daily en-

ergyexpenditure
(/•Tv)of aviary-housed
Loggerhead
Shrikes(Lanius
ludovicianus).
Simultaneouslyto our DLW measurements,
we obtaineda continuous24-h recordof the bird's time
budget (TB) and assessedits thermal environment at 10-min intervals with an array of 23
meteorologicalsensorsthat measuredthe air temperature (Ta), operative temperature (T•),
and wind speed (u) experiencedby the bird. From the TB and meteorologicaldata, we

estimated
the birds'/z/Tv
by severalTBmodelsthatdifferedin the energyequivalents
assignedto behaviorsand in how thermoregulatorycostswere calculated.Only a convection-

adjusted,electrical-analog
modelprovideda mean Hto estimatethat was identicalto the

meanDLWvalue(106kJ/day).Valuesof/qrofor individualbirdscalculated
by thismodel
rangedfrom -8.1 to +7.5% of the DLW valuesand were significantlycorrelatedwith the

DLWvalues,
indicating
thatthismethodaccurately
gauged
the/z/wof individual
birds.Our
analysisshowed that this model's accuracyresulted from (1) using T• and u to calculate
thermoregulatorycoststhroughheat transfertheory, and (2) usingmeasuredenergy equiv-

alentsfor thevariousbehaviorcategories.
Hw estimates
basedon othercommonly
usedTB
ßmodelsdiffered significantlyfrom the DLW values,with mean errorsranging from -18 to
+21%. Received19 August1983,accepted
12 January1984.

OVERthe past decade,much effort has been
directed towards elucidating how free-living
birds allocate available time and energy among
the requirements for thermoregulation,foraging, territory defense,reproduction,and so on.

riseto widelydiffering/•TDestimates
depend-

Although quantifying time allocation is relatively easy, assessingthe energy expenditure
of free-living animals has proven to be difficult. One popular technique--the time-budget

the energy costsassignedto various activities
(e.g. Withers 1977,Ettingerand King 1980).The
insensitivity of the TB method to errors in ac-

ing upon the TB model chosen (Weathers and
Nagy 1980, Koplin et al. 1980, Williams and
Nagy 1984a), and (2) that, for a given TB mod-

el, /Z/TO
is relativelyinsensitiveto errorsin

tivity-cost assignments led some researchers

(TB) method--calculates daily energy expen-

(e.g. Ettinger and King 1980,Biedenweg1983)
diture (•To) from the animal'sobserveddaily to suggestthat their TB estimatesof /qrDdifactivity budgetby meansof laboratory-derived fered from true valuesby lessthan 5%.Regretestimatesof the energy cost of various activi-

tably, such optimism is unwarranted on two

ties. This

accounts.First,the costof activity is frequently

method

has been

used in over

40

studies of birds (reviews by King 1974; Kendeigh et al. 1977;Walsberg 1980, 1983;Dol'nik
1980). Despite its popularity, the TB method
has infrequently been subjectedto error analysesto examineits reliability and its sensitivity
to variations in its major components(Withers
1977,Mahoney 1976,Walsberg1977,Walsberg
and King 1978a,Ashkenazie and Safriel 1979,
Ettinger and King 1980, Weathers and Nagy
1980,Koplin et al. 1980,Mugaasand King 1981,
Biedenweg1983). These analysesdemonstrate
that: (1) the same time-budget data can give
459

only a smallfractionof /Z/TD.
Combinedbasal
metabolicand thermoregulatoryrequirements

typicallyrepresent
40-80%of/z/T•(Ettingerand
King 1980, Walsberg 1983), and errors in their

costassignments,not in thoseof activity, may
contribute

most

to errors

in

the

TB method

(Weathers and Nagy 1980, Weathers et al. in
press).Second,sensitivityanalysesdo not measure accuracyper se. To assessthe accuracyof
the TB method, /qr• must be measuredsimultaneously by an independent technique of
known accuracy,such as doubly-labeled water
The Auk 101:459-472. July 1984
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(DLW). Unfortunately, this hasbeen done only
a few times (Utter 1971, Weathers and Nagy
1980, Weathers et al. in press, Williams and
Nagy, 1984a).Varying degreesof concordance
between

TB and DLW

estimates were found

in

these studies, with some TB models yielding

mean/:/T•estimates
in errorby 20-40%.It is
unclear why some of the TB models yielded
reasonable/z/T•
estimateswhile othersdid not.
It is importantto improvethe accuracyof the
TB method, becausereliable modeling of en-

ergy flow through populationsdependson ac-

curateestimates
of /2/•. Our earlieranalyses
suggestedthat TB estimatescouldbe improved
if thermoregulatorycostswere assessedby
meansof existingheat-transfertheory (Weathers and Nagy 1980, Weatherset al. in press).
Accordingly,in this studywe usedDLW to test
several TB models that differed in the way in
which thermoregulatorycostswere calculated.
Becauseour goal was to evaluate the reliability of the TB method, we took extraordinary stepsto make our TB estimatesasaccurate
as possible.First, we studied birds individually

in a large flight aviary equipped with 23 meteorological sensors, including taxidermic
mounts that measured the bird's T, (Bakken
1976, Bakken et al. 1981). Second, we used a

microcomputerto generate a continuousrealtime record of the bird's behavior and position
within its thermal environment throughout the
24-h study period. Confining the birds to an
aviary permitted us to monitor their behavior
and thermal environment more accuratelythan
would have been possibleunder field conditions. Third, within a few days of the aviary
studies,we measuredeach bird's oxygen con-

sumption(1202)in the laboratory,
therebyestablishing its basal metabolic rate, thermoregulatory costs,and rate of energy expenditure
during all behavioral categoriesexcept flight.
Consequently,we eliminated a major sourceof
uncertaintyin the TB method--namely,the energy costsassignedto the variousbehaviors.
METHODS

Animals.--The LoggerheadShrikes (Laniusludovicianus)we usedwere capturednear Palm Desert, RiversideCounty, California in April 1981 (FederalPermit No. 2-1633-SC, State Permit No. 114). Between

measurementsthey were housed individually in
0.6- x 0.3- x 0.3-m cageswithin an enclosedroomand
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were provided a diet of day-old domesticchicks.The
room was unheated but air conditioned to prevent
its temperature from exceeding35øCduring the summer. The birds were exposed to the prevailing photoperiod, and all remained in excellent condition
throughout the study. Of the six birds used in the
time-budget studies, Nos. 218 and 232 were used
twice; all others were used only once.
Time budgets.--Timebudgets of individual birds
were obtained during November 1982. The bird was
labeled with 3HH•SOand releasedinto a large aviary
to which it had been previously accustomed.The
rectangularly shaped aviary (12 x 6 x 4 m) had a
northeast-southwest

orientation

and contained

a 3-

m-high dead tree at each end to provide the shrikes
with a variety of perches,roost sites, and locations
for impaling "prey" (lean chicken breast).Each tree
contained

2-3 unheated

taxidermic

mounts for mea-

suring operative temperature (Te; for theory and
methods see Bakken 1976, Bakken et al. 1981). The

mountswere positionedat variousheights and compassheadingsto compensatefor changesin the bird's
location.Wind speed(u) and air temperatureprofiles
were monitored at the cage'snorth and south ends
with paired 36-gauge thermocouplesand hot-ball
anemometers(Buttemer 1981) mounted at heights of
0.5, 1.0, 2.0, and 3.3 m. An Eppley pyranometer measuredglobal radiation.Outputsfrom the meteorological sensorswere fed through a switching device to
an analog to digital converter (Fluke model 8810A
Digital Multimeter) and thence to a microcomputer
(North Star Horizon equipped with a Mountain
Computer real-time clock).The switching device was
activated by the microprocessor and was programmedto scanthe sensorsat 10-min intervals.The
microcomputerwas also used to generatea continuous real-time

record of the bird's behavior,

which

was divided into the following categories:(1) rest
perch (nighttime), (2) alert perch (includesvocalizing), (3) preening, (4) eating, (5) flying, (6) hopping,
and (7) other (mainly clinging to the aviary screen).
Codedkeyson the computer'sconsolewere assigned
to the variousbehaviors.When the bird begana given behavior,the observer(locatedin a blind adjacent
to the aviary) pressedthe correspondingkey and the
computeraccumulatedthat behavior'stime (to the
nearestms) until another key was pressed.An interrupt subroutine allowed the observer to record the
bird's position relative to the meteorologicalsensors
without affectingthe time recording.The behavioral,
meteorological,and position data were storedin the
computer'smemory and periodically transferredto'
magneticdisks.The T, associated
with the bird's position in the aviary was obtained by noting which
taxidermic mount most nearly matched the bird's
height and orientation.Wind speedwasobtainedby
interpolating between valuesfrom the two anemometers that bracketedthe bird's height.
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TABLE1. Time budgetsof LoggerheadShrikes.Data are hours spent per activity.

Bird

Run

number number
218
220
232
221
230
225
218
232

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Perching
Night

Day

11.96
12.54
11.47
11.67
11.43
12.28
11.97
12.17

10.79
9.44
10.70
10.40
9.42
6.73
10.30
10.49

Mean

11.94

(SD)

(0.39)

Eating

Preening

0.41
0.49
0.05
0.22
0.70
0.01
0.30
0.00

0.22
0.11
0.12
0.04
0.10
0.01
0.35
0.71

Flying

Hopping

0.10
0.07
0.08
0.20
0.10
0.19
0.08
0.05

0.03
0.06
0.02
0.04
0.03
0.05
0.11
0.00

Othera

Tota!

0.66
0.28
0.38
0.09
1.88
2.74
0.39
0.58

24.17
22.99
22.82
22.66
23.66
22.01
23.50
24.00
23.23

9.78

0.27

0.21

0.11

0.04

0.88

(1.34)

(0.25)

(0.23)

(0.06)

(0.03)

(0.93)

(0.73)

aMain!y clinging to the wire sidesof the aviary.

Doubly-labeled
water.--To determine metabo!ismby
doubly-labeledwater (3HHa80),birds were weighed
to the nearest 0.1 g and given an intramuscularinjection of 0.25 m! of water containing 95 atom-percent •80 and •0.1 mCi 3I-I.After allowing 1 h for the
labeled water to reach equilibrium with body water,
we obtained duplicate 50-•1 blood samplesfrom a
brachia! vein and stored them at 4øC in flame-sealed

glass microhematocrit tubes for later analysis. The
bird was then re!easedinto the aviary and the co!!ection of time-budgetdata begun immediately. Ap-

proximately1 day later the bird was recapturedand
reweighed, and a secondset of dup!icateb!ood sam-

oratoryby using an open-flowrespirometrysystem.
Detai!s of the methods, apparatus, and ca!ibration
proceduresused in the metabo!ismstudiesare presented elsewhere (Weathers et al. 1980). We deter-

mined the basal and thermoregulatoryrequirement

by measuring
fastingoxygenconsumption
(1202)at
various operative temperatures(Te's)during the rest
phase of the daily cycle (2100-0500). We calculated

ratesof metabolic
heatproduction
(F/m)
by assuming
that 20.08 kJ of heat were produced per liter of 02
consumed.We determinedthe energy costof the various behaviors--except for flight, which was esti-

matedby Eq. 15 of Tucker(1975)--from1202mea-

Blood sampleswere micro-distilled (Wood et al.
1975) to obtain pure water, which was assayedfor
tritium activity (BeckmanLS 230 liquid scintillation

surementsof sustained(i.e. steady-state)activity bouts
(>2 min) during the active phase of the daily cycle
(0800-1600). The activity costwas taken as the mean
of severa!separatedeterminations for each bird. For

counter, toluene-Triton

these measurements, fed birds were housed individ-

pies was obtained.

X100-PPO scintillation

cock-

tail) and for oxygen-18contentby cyclotron-gener- ually in a 14-1 cylindrical plexiglass metabolism
ated proton activationof •80 to fluorine-18 with sub- chamber that was p!aced in a constant temperature
sequent counting of the gamma-emitting 'SF in a cabinetequipped with fluorescentlights and a onePackard Gamma-Rotomaticcounting system (Wood way port for viewing behavior. The metabo!ism
et al. 1975). Using the equations of Lifson and chambercontaineda horizonta!perch equippedwith
a spike on which piecesof !ean chicken meat were
McClintock (1966) as modified by Nagy (1975), we
calculatedratesof water flux and CO2productionby impaled.
means of isotope measurements.
We va!idated the DLW method for birds (Buttemer

et al. MS) by using the I-Ialdane method to collect
simultaneouslythe CO2 produced by nine isotopically labeled Budgerigars(Melopsittacus
undulatus).
DLW measurementsfor individual birds ranged from
-5.2 to +6.2% of I-Ialdane values, with a mean error

in the DLW method of -0.04%. In previous birdvalidation studies, mean errors were around +_6%
(LeFebvre1964,Hails and Bryant 1979,Williams and
Nagy 1984b).Thus, we feel that our shrike DLW valuesfor CO2production of individual birds are within
6% of the true values.

Oxygen consumption.--Wemeasured each bird's
basal,thermoregulatory,and activity costsin the lab-

RESULTS

Time budgetswere expressedin behavioral
categories (Table 1). The length of the timebudget observationperiods ranged from 22.01
to 24.17 h, or from 91.7 to 100.7%of a 24-h day.
Because birds were released and recaptured

during midday,departuresfrom a true 24-h day
affectedonly the photophaseand mainly the
time spentperching.Shrikesperchedan average of 93.5% of their time, flew only 0.5% of
the time, and spent an average of only 6% of
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TABLE
2. Mean daily operativetemperature(T•), mean daily air temperature(T•), mean nighttime air temperature(T,), mean daily wind speed,and midday global radiationduring time-budgetobservations.
Global

Number of
Run number observations
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

145
138
137
136
142
132
141
142

Te
(øC)

Ta
(øC)

T,
(øC)

13.7
14.7
13.2
13.0
14.0
13.5
8.3
7.5

11.0
12.2
10.7
10.9
11.7
12.3
5.8
5.9

8.8
10.3
7.7
8.4
8.8
11.1
3.9
4.4

Wind speed
(m/s)
0.67
0.62
0.41
0.29
0.32
0.85
0.69
0.53

radiationa
(W/m)
334.2
442.2
422.7
445.3
413.2
354.0
322.0
317.4

Average of 24 measurementstaken at 10-min intervals between 1000 and 1400.

tive costs(if any), and the heat increment of
feeding (SDA). The rate of energy expenditure
Meteorologicaldata.--Table 2 presents the during the four low-level activities--alert
mean daily T• and wind speed (u) correspond- perching,preening, eating,and hopping--was
ing to the bird's position, together with mean similar,rangingfrom2.0to 2.3times/:/•.
daily T•, mean nighttime air temperature (T,a),
Doubly-labeled
water.--Calculating
tJIrt•from
and midday global radiation. Thesedata reveal CO• production requires knowledge of the
considerablevariation in meteorologicalcon- bird's diet, becausethe heat equivalent per liter
ditions between runs. Average T,.'sand Ta'scal- CO• depends on the type of substrate being
culated at half-hour intervals throughout the oxidized--averaging 21.14 kJ for carbohydrate,
day for all runs (Fig. 1) illustrate (1) that T• was 27.25 kJ for protein, and 27.75 kJ for fat (King
usually slightly lower than Taat night but was and Farner 1961). Assigning a precise heat
up to 9øChigher during the day and (2) that Ta equivalent to our shrikes' CO• production is
was always below the bird's lower critical tem- difficult, because we are unsure of their actual
perature (T•c),whereas TeexceededT•,.for 2.5 h diet. Although they were provided with strips
during midday. On average,mean daily T• ex- of lean chicken breast (metabolizable dry matter: 92% protein and 8% fat), some birds also
ceeded Taby 2.2øC.
Basaland standardrnetabolisrn.--Figure
2 pre- caught insects(mostly flies and bees) during
sents values for the shrikes' rest-phase meta- our TB runs. Furthermore, because not all birds
bolic heat production as a function of T,..The ate enough to maintain their mass,body fat
the total time in all other nonperching activities.

shrikes'

thermoneutral

zone extends

from

24.3

catabolism

must be accounted

for. For a shrike

to at least36øC.Within thiszone,#/baveraged that was in energy balance, each liter of CO•
1.79 + 0.20 kJ/h (n = 27). (The equivalent mass- produced would be equivalent to 27.29 kJ of
specificvalue is 10.42 + 1.26 mW/g.) The least heat if it fed exclusivelyon chicken and 25.70
squares
regression
equationfor /c/sin
asa func- kJ if it ate solely insects (Nagy 1983). We detion of T• below 24øCis: /c/• (kJ/h)= 3.81 duced each bird's diet, and the corresponding
0.084 T• (r• = 0.610, S•., = 0.366,S•= 0.0134,n = heat equivalents(Table 4), from its masschange

27). This line extrapolates
to /c/• = 0 at T•=

and our behavioral

45.5øC,suggestingthat thermal conductanceis

take. Because the potential heat equivalents

observations

of its food in-

range only from 25.70 to 27.75 kJ/1 CO•, and
Costof activity.--Table 3 presentsmean val- becausewe could gauge what the shrikes ate,
dueto faulty
ues for the rate of energy expenditure associ- theerrorin ourDLW/:/westimates
ated with different activity categories.Because diet assignmentis probably lessthan 5%. Calnot constant below the T•.

these measurements

were made on fed birds,

the energy values include not only the cost of
the activity but the basal requirement, produc-

culatedin thisway,/d/waveraged
105.9kJ/day,
or 2.5times/:/b(range:2.2-2.7times/J/b;
Table
4).
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TABLE3. Cost of activity in LoggerheadShrikes.
Number

of

Number

shrikes
9

Basalmetabolism(/Z/,)b
Alert perching
Preening
Eating
Hopping
Flyingc

of

observations
27

6
3
5
2
--

68
4
21
5
--

Values are means + SD of thermoneutral

kJ/ha
1.79 + 0.20

Multiple of/qb
1.0

3.51 ñ 0.60
3.87 + 0.71
3.87 + 0.63
4.05 + 0.67
23.7

1.98
2.18
2.19
2.28
13.2

metabolic measurements.

Restphase(p) determinations.
Mean massof birdsduringthesemeasurements
was48.6g.
Calculatedfrom Eq. 15 of Tucker(1975)usinga meanmassof 48.6g and a meanwing spanof 0.32m.

1977)seeminglyaccountfor severalof the vari-

DISCUSSION

ablesthat affect/z/to:photoperiod,
taxon,seaPreviousTB estimatesof /z/Tohave followed son,and temperature.The major disadvantages
one of two contrasting approaches.One, tracing its antecedentsto Kendeigh (1949) and his
students, uses existence metabolism

as a basis

of the method are that (1) it calculates the ther-

moregulatory requirement from Ta alone and
(2) existence metabolism includes the cost of

for energy assignments(e.g. Schartz and Zimmerman 1971, Wiens and Innis 1973, Koplin et
al. 1980), whereas the other, initiated by Pearson (1954), bases its energy assignmentson

cage activity, which may vary considerably
(King 1974). Consequently,Kendeigh's meth-

standard

of the thermal

metabolism

determined

from

labora-

od may yield unreliable/qToestimates
under
those conditions in which Tais a poor measure
environment

or in which

field

tory measurements
of 1202(e.g. Stiles1971, activity levels differ markedly from those of
Walsberg 1977, Mugaas and King 1981). For cagedbirds. Pearson'smethod, in contrast,has
brevity's sake,we refer to thesetwo approaches the potential for accurately estimating theras Kendeigh's method and Pearson'smethod. moregulatory costs by means of recently deThe main advantage of Kendeigh's method is

veloped biophysical models, with the atten-

that /qTocanbe estimatedfrom a few simple dant disadvantage of requiring extensive
measurements and existing allometric equations that relate existencemetabolism to body
massand average daily Ta.A further advantage
is that Kendeigh's equations (Kendeigh et al.

quantificationof many variables.Below,we use

ourTBandmeteorological
datato calculate/z/to
by both methods, and we include five iterations of the Pearson

method

that differ

in the

TABLE
4. Bodymassandwatercontent,CO2production,
anddailyenergyexpenditure
(•w) determined
by
doubly-labeledwater.
CO2

Run

number

Mean body

Body

Caloric

production

mass(g) water(%) (cm•-g•.h ')

Dieta

equivalent

Fraction

•TO

(kJ/1CO2)

of 24 hb

(kJ/day)

1
2
3
4

43.3
47.8
42.5
44.2

65.1
62.8
61.2
62.3

3.70
3.42
3.46
3.69

C + !
C + ! + F
F
I + F

26.50
26.92
27.75
26.73

1.007
0.958
0.951
0.944

102.6
101.2
93.1
98.8

5
6
7
8

46.1
43.2
46.8
49.9

64.2
62.5
61.7
58.5

3.77
4.15
3.88
3.54

C + !
F
C + ! + F
F

26.50
27.75
26.92
27.75

0.986
0.917
0.979
1.000

109.0
109.5
114.9
117.7

Mean

45.5

62.3

3.70

--

27.10

0.968

105.9

(SD)

(2.6)

(2.0)

(0.24)

(0.56)

(0.031)

Substance
catabolized
duringmeasurement
period:C = chicken;! = insects;
F = bodyfat.
Proportionof 24-hday uponwhich TB estimateof F/towasbased.

(8.4)
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way in which thermoregulatoryand activity

ilar to the model of Robinson et al. (1976) but

costs are calculated.

differs from other field applications of this

An animal's/qw
ispartitioned
amongthere- model (Walsbergand King 1978a,Mugaas and
quirements for maintenance, production
(growth, gametogenesis,
etc.),physicalactivity,
thermoregulation, and the heat increment of
feeding (SDA). To be robust,a TB model must
accountexplicitly for each of thesecategories,
althoughthis has not alwaysbeen done in the
past. In our study, production was excluded,
becausewe studied nonmigratory, nonbreed-

ing birds in November (well after their postnuptial molt) and becauseour birds did not
gain mass during the TB measurements.[For
modelsthat includeproductionseeMugaasand
King (1981) or Ashkenazie and Safriel (1979).]

sistance (rb) is estimated (for details and rationale see Buttemer et al. MS).

Valuesfor/:/r• calculated
by thisconvectionadjustedelectrical-analogmodel (TB-1) are listed in Table 5. The mean TB-1 estimate (105.7
kJ/day) is virtually identical to the mean DLW
estimate (105.9 kJ/day), with individual TB-1

estimatesranging from -8.1% to +7.5% of the
individual

DLW

values--about

the same as the

limits of accuracy of the DLW method. This
level of agreement equals or exceedsthat at-

tainedin previousstudies,
whichestimated
simultaneouslyby TB and DLW methods (Table 6). Furthermore, in previous studies(except
that of Melopsittacus
undulatus,which used the

PEARSON'S METHOD

The

King 1981, Biedenweg 1983) in how body re-

essence of Pearson's

method

is a tem-

perature-dependent model by which labora-

same methods), TB and DLW estimates were

not significantlycorrelated,indicatingthat the

tory-derivedmeasurements
of /:/mat various other TB models lacked elements necessaryto
temperatures are extrapolated to the field. Be-

track the energy expenditure of individual

fore the mid-1970s, heat transfer between an

birds. In contrast, our DLW and TB-1 estimates

animal and its environment was usually describedby a biologicalinterpretation of "Newton's Law of Cooling" (Scholanderet al. 1950)

are significantly correlated (Fig. 3), demonstratingthat our TB model is robustenough to

gaugethe /qt• of individualbirdsaccurately.

in which Taalone characterized the thermal environment. This simplistic model has been

supersededby electrical-analogmodelsthat integrate animal properties with radiative and
convective

characteristics

of the environment

(see Bakken and Gates 1975, Bakken 1976, Rob-

inson et al. 1976, Mahoney and King 1977).
Electrical-analog models accurately describe
heat transfer under laboratoryconditions(Mahoney and King 1977, Bakken 1980) and have
been used in conjunctionwith TB data to esti-

130

120
I10

I00

mate/:/r• of birdsunderfield conditions
(e.g.
Walsberg and King 1978a, Mugaas and King
1981, Biedenweg 1983). They should provide
accurateestimatesof thermoregulatorycosts

and,hence,of F/w.Thesemodelsquantifythe

90

80

energy expended on thermoregulation by ex-

trapolatinglaboratorymeasurements
of /:/m

80

90

I00

I10

120

130

made at various stable Te's to field conditions.

Laboratorymeasurementsare usually madeunder free-convective conditions, whereas forced

convection often prevails in the field. Therefore, extrapolating laboratory data to the field

necessitates
accountingfor the affectof wind

DLW//z-o(kJd-I)
Fig.3. Relationof dailyenergyexpenditure
calculatedby the convection-adjustedelectrical-ana-

log time-budget
model(TB-1)to corresponding

on heat loss (Bakken 1976). To do this, we used
a heat-transfermodel (seeAppendix), basedon

values measuredwith doubly-labeledwater (DLW).
The points fall along the line of equality. The least
squaresequationfor the relation (line not shown) is

Teand thermalresistance,
that is formally sim-

Y = 15.8 + 0.85X (r = 0.791; P < 0.05).
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TABLE
5. Comparisonof doubly-labeledwater (DLW) and time-budgetestimatesof daily energyexpenditure
in LoggerheadShrikes.
Kendeigh's method
Pearson's

method'

Utter

Kendeigh
et al. Koplin et al.
(1977)
(1980)

Run number

DLW

TB-1

TB-2

TB-3

TB-4

(1971)

1
2
3
4

102.6
101.2
93.1
98.8

110.1
97.6
98.9
97.6

119.8
108.1
109.4
109.4

91.6
82.2
87.5
88.6

133.6
121.4
120.6
120.6

87.9
86.0
81.1
84.9

121.4
125.6
120.7
122.9

115.8
113.6
108.3
112.2

5

109.0

100.9

110.7

89.5

123.8

6
7
8

109.5
114.9
117.7

103.0
117.5
119.8

110.0
125.6
129.5

85.1
98.6
101.8

125.5
143.7
143.9

90.4
78.7
88.9
94.5

124.1
118.5
137.2
141.6

116.1
105.0
126.6
133.0

Mean b

105.9

105.7

115.3'

90.6*

129.1'

86.6*

126.5'

116.3'

(6.6)

(10.0)

(5.1)

(SD)

(8.4)

% difference

(9.0)

c

(8.4)

-0.1

+9.1

-14.2

+22.2

-18.0

(8.3)
+19.8

(9.3)
+10.1

aTB-1 = convective TB based on T, and measured activity costs;TB-2 = convective TB based on Ta and
measuredactivity costs;TB-3 = nonconvectiveTB basedon T, and measuredactivity costs;TB-4 = convective
TB basedon T• and metabolicdata of Cunningham(1979).
b * = significantly different from DLW values;P < 0.05, paired, two-tailed t-test.
c[(TB - DLW)/DLW]. 100; mean of individual values.

There are two reasonswhy method TB-1 pro-

nificantly from that of DLW, averaging 9.1%

videsexcellent/qwestimates.
First,it appears greater(ColumnTB-2,Table5). •r• estimates
to assessthe thermoregulatory requirement accurately, and, second,it usesmeasuredrather
than assumed

metabolic

costs for behavioral

as-

signments.Under the cool conditionsthat prevailed during our study, shrikes expended an

based on Ta overestimated the thermoregulatory component, because,unlike T,, Tadid not
exceed Ttcduring part of the day. In contrast,

/qr•estimates
forWhite-crowned
Sparrows
(Zonotrichialeucophrys;Mahoney 1976) and Bud-

average
of 42%of theirtotal/qwonthermoreg- gerigars(Butterueret al. MS) were not signifiulation (44.2 kJ/day). Accuratelyassessingthis cantly different when Tawas substituted for T•.
For our shrikes, accurately assessingthercomponentrequiresknowledge of the Teand
u experiencedby the bird aswell asreasonable tooregulatory costs required knowledge not
estimates of rb under field conditions. Thus,
only of Tebut also of how wind affected heat
when we used T• rather than T• in our calculoss.This is illustrated by method TB-3, which
lations,theresulting/:/r•estimate
differedsig- was identical to TB-1 except that wind was ig-

TABLE6. Comparisonof simultaneoustime-budget(TB) and doubly-labeledwater (DLW) estimatesof daily
energy expenditurein birds.

Number Percentage
difference
between
TB and DLW estimates'

of obser-

Species

vations

Mean

Range

6
6
6
8

+5.2
-39.2
+2.7
-0.1

-31.1 to +45.4
-44.0 to -29.2
- 19.8to + 18.3
-8.1 to +7.5

Winter

6

-0.3

-12.9

to +8.4

Summer

6

+0.8

-13.3

to +11.8

Mimuspolyglottos
Phainopepla
nitens
Passerculus
sandwichensis
Laniusludovicianus
Melopsittacusundulatus

Source

Utter (1971)
Weathers& Nagy (1980)
Williams & Nagy (1984)
This study (TB-1)
Buttemer et al. (MS)

Calculated as [(TB - DLW)/DLW]. 100.
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ter's model worked reasonably well with

/:/r•estimated
by TB-3(Table5) was14.2%low- Mockingbirds(Mimuspolyglottos,
Utter 1971)but
er than the DLW estimate (range: -22.3 to
-6.0%), indicating that 14.2% of the shrikes'

not with Savannah Sparrows (Passerculus
sandwichensis,
Williams and Nagy 1984a),for which

•r• wasrequiredto offsetthe increased
heat

it underestimated

losscausedby wind. The thermoregulatoryrequirement estimated by method TB-3, 28 kJ/
day, is 37% lessthan the value obtainedby TB1. Thus,the percentageerror in the thermoregulatory costestimateis 2.6 timesthe percentage

ments by 50%. We further evaluated Utter's

simultaneous

DLW

measure-

modelby calculating
the Phainopepla's
/d/r•
with the data of Weathersand Nagy (1980) and
found that Utter's model again underestimated

/:/tt•,this time by an averageof 15%.Thus,in
errorin themean/;/t•estimate.
Clearly,studies three out of the four studiesin which/:/r• was
that seekto partition/:/r• amongthe require- estimated simultaneously by DLW, Utter's
ments for maintenance, production, activity,
and thermoregulation should use the convection-adjusted electrical-analogmodel (TB-1) to
accommodateheat-transfer components.
Pearson'smethodrequiresknowledgeof how

model underestimated the DLW value by 15-

50%.Clearly,accurate
quantification
of/qr• by
the TB method requires concurrent measure-

mentof the species'
•m aswell asquantification of thermoregulatorycosts.Earlier TB stud-

•,• relatesto temperature.
Because
obtaining iesthat usedassumedF/•mversusT• datashould
these data empirically is tedious, many previous TB studies employed data derived from
the literature or allometric equations.Intraspe-

cific measurements
of/:/min smallbirds, how-

be interpreted with caution, as their estimates
may be in error by +20-40%.
KENDEIGH'S

METHOD

ever, can vary by up to 50% between popula-

Koplin et al. (1980) presenteda variant of the
Kendeigh method that is adaptableto our winerature values of •, can result in erroneous ter shrikes. Inputs to their model include: (1)
/:/r•estimates.
Thisisillustrated
by methodTB- body mass,(2) time spent in flight and nontions or seasons(Weathers and Caccamise 1978,

Ettinger and King 1980). Thus, relying on lit-

4 (Table 5), in which we used the convection-

to calculate/qT•but substitutedF/•mdata ob-

flight activity,(3) the power requiredfor flight,
(4) mean daily air temperature,(5) photoperiod
length, and (6) mean nocturnal air tempera-

tained for another shrike population (Cun-

ture. In brief, their method uses the equations

ningham1979)for our empiricaldata./S/T•cal-

of Kendeighet al. (1977)to calculate
•

culatedin this way averaged22.2%higher than
the DLW estimate.Cunningham's data differed

the nonflight portion of the photophasefrom

adjustedelectrical-analogmodel (method TB-1)

for

the bird's massand mean air temperature. The

fromoursmainlyin thevalueof/:/•m
belowT•c. power required for flight is added to this value
His F/bvaluefor shrikeswasonly2.7%higher to obtain the energy expended during the day.
than ours (1.84 versus 1.79 kJ/h), whereas the

The nighttime energy requirement is calculat-

predictslopeof /:/•m
belowTicin his studywas11.9% ed asthe standardmetabolicrate(F/•m)
higher than ours (0.094 versus 0.084 kJ.h -•.

ed from the mean nighttime T• and the bird's

øC•). Theseseeminglyminordifferences
in •m mass.Details of the model are presentedin the
translate
intomajordifferences
in/:/r•, because Appendix.
most of the time our shrikes were not in therThe mean/-:/zu
estimatedby the methodof
moneutrality. Such effectsmay partly account
for the poor agreement between TB and DLW
estimates obtained for Phainopepla nitens
(Weathers and Nagy 1980).
To emphasize further the importance of using measuredenergy equivalents and accurately accounting for thermoregulatory costs,we

estimated/-:/t•
by Utter's(1971)TBmodel,which
does

not

account

for

thermal

effects

and

cal-

culates/:/bfromthe equationof Lasiewski
and
Dawson(1964).Themean•t• estimated
bythis
model was 86.6 kJ/day, an error of -18%. Ut-

Koplin et al. differssignificantlyfrom the DLW
estimate, with individual TB estimates averag-

ing 10.1%higher than the DLW values (range:
-4.1

to +16.3%; Table 5). The DLW and TB

estimatesare significantlycorrelated(r = 0.727),
however, suggestingthat this method tracksthe
energy expenditureof individual shrikes,but
with a positive bias. A somewhat different resuit was obtained by Koplin et al. (1980). They
obtained excellent agreement between mean
/:/ru estimatesbased on their method and simultaneous measurements of food consump-
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tion but poor correspondence between values for individual birds. Similarily, in free-living Savannah Sparrows, Williams and Nagy
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olism (Kendeigh's method) may provide rea-

sonable /2/r• estimates (+10%) under some
conditions, the reliance of this method upon

(1984a)foundthat/:/westimated
by Kendeigh's mean daily Tato characterizethe bird's thermal
method

differed

from simultaneous

DLW

mea-

environment makes it susceptible to large
errors.TB estimatesthat assignto behaviorsenthe TB estimates were not correlated with the
ergy equivalentsthat have been derived from
DLW
measurements.
Based on the available
the literature rather than empirically are substudies,the Kendeigh method would seem to ject to errors of 20-40% and, thus, may be no
providereasonable
meanestimates
of/2/• (mean better than approximationsthat use existing alerrors are usually <10%) but unreliable esti- lometricequations
to predict/:/r•fromthebird's
mates for individual birds. For shrikes, howbody mass alone (Walsberg 1983) or from its
ever, the good agreementis largely fortuitous. massand the mean daily air temperature(KenApproximately
14%of the shrikes'/2/torepre- deigh et al. 1977).
sents increased heat production needed to
compensatefor the heat loss causedby wind.
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I•I• - (EdZI•)
= pc,(T•- T,)/r,.

(2)

Using these r• valuesßwe calculatedthe body resistance (r•) of shrikes in the metabolism chamber at
0øCand T• from the relation (Robinson et al. 1976):

47: 646-650.

Fb •

r e --

Fe,

where

re= r,ra/(r, + ra)

APPENDIX
and
PEARSON'S METHOD

r, = Ocr/4treT•
3.

Wecalculated/qr•
by the followingequation:
/d/m= [t•v/:/•,]+ [tddlAv]
+ [t•q4•- •4.•) + t.(/q•- •4.•)
+ tr(flv- IqAV)+ t,(Iq, -- /qA,•)]'

The convective resistance(r•) component of re was
calculated as the parallel sum of a forced-convective

(1)

resistance,
r/o,and a free-convective
resistance,
r/
r• = r/ort,/(r/o
+ 0,),

where t's are activitydurations(h), /q'sare the energy equivalents for various activities (kJ/h), and the
subscriptsidentify the activity (see List of Symbols).
The first bracketed term, the energy expended by a
shrike during the night, consistsof basal plus thermoregulatory requirements. The second bracketed
term, the energy expendedby a shrike perchedduring the day (photophase)ß
consistsof basalplus thermoregulatory costsßthe activity cost associatedwith
perching, and SDA. The third set of bracketedterms
concernsthe energy cost of activities that are additive to the costof alert perching.
Three categoriesof input data are required by this

where

0o=310dx/•
and

rt,= 820[d/(T,

T,)]ø-•,

where d is in meters, T in øC, and u in m/s. T• was

estimatedfrom the relation T• = 12.5 + 0.7 T• (Veghte
and Herreid 1965). We included a forced convective

component(u = 0.05 m/s) in our calculationof metabolism chamber re. We measured the wind speed
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that attended our metabolicmeasurementsby using
a heated taxidermic mount of a Budgerigaras a ther-

471

of alert perching has been determined as a function

moanemometer (Buttemet et al. MS). The electrical

of T,. We measured/:/•,only within the thermoneutral zone(where/• = 1.98/•) and, thus,haveesti-

power (P in W) required to maintain the mount's Tb

mated a value for /:/• at 0øCto calculater• at 0øC.

at 36øC was measured in a wind tunnel (0.5 x 0.5 m;

Basedon our measurementsof Budgerigars (Buttemet et al. MS), we assignedalert perching a value of

turbulence intensity = 0.10; Te= 24.0øC) at wind
speeds from 0.07 to 6.0 m/s. The mount was then
placed in the metabolismchamberusedfor our physiological measurementsand provided the same rate
of airflow (750 cm3/min; T• = 24.0øC). Based on the

regressionof P on u (r2= 0.99; n = 8), the value of P
in the metabolic chamber corresponded to a wind
speedof 0.05 m/s. Using a high-precisionAlnor thermoanemometer,Mahoney (1976) measuredmetabolism chamber wind speedsof 0.1-0.2 m/s at airflow
ratessimilar to ours. The differenceis probably due
to differencesin the design of the metabolism chambers used in the two studies.

We used the rb'scalculated at 0øCand T• to estimate

the value of rbat intermediate T•'s.For extrapolation
to field conditions, one must adjust these rb'sfor the
affect of wind. Previous field applications have assumedthat rbis not influencedby wind (e.g. Mugaas
and King 1981). Elsewhere, we show that this assumption is incorrect for small birds (Buttemet et al.
MS). Accordingly, we calculatedthe value for rbunder field conditions by the relation:

rb'= rb- [(0.10X/U)rb],

3.18ic/•
at 0øC.Aswith thenighttimedeterminations,
ic/a•was calculatedat 10-minintervalsthroughout
the photophasefrom the field T, and u data.
Calculatingthe contributionof physicalactivity to

/:/w(the third setof bracketed
termsin Eq.1) is potentially complicated,becausethe heat producedby
intense activity may substitutefor thermoregulatory
requirements.This presumablyappliesto flight at all
temperatures and to running at low temperatures
(Mugaas and King 1981, Paladino and King in press)
but not to moderate activities such as perching,
preening, eating, or hopping. Becauseour shrikesdid
not run and spent little time flying, we made the
simplifying assumptionthat flight costsdid not substitute for the thermostatic requirement. Thus, the
energy costof the variousactivitieswas obtained by
subtractingthe costof alert perching measuredin the
metabolism chamber (3.51 kJ/h) from the measured

activity costs(Table 3) and multiplying the difference

by the timespentin the activity./•owassetequalto
/• and toaddedin with t=.
KENDEIGH'S

where u is the wind speed (m/s) to which the bird
was exposed.This adjustment in r• (see Buttemet et
al. MS) derives from two studies of the metabolic

response of small passetines to forced convection
(Robinson et al. 1976, Buttemer 1981). In both stud-

METHOD

Modifying Eq. 1 of Koplin et al. (1980) and converting the allometric equations of Kendeigh et al.
(1977) to units of kJ/h, the model can be summarized
as:

ies, rbdecreasedapproximately10-15% for each unit

increasein X/u. Althoughrbappearsto be affected
more by wind as temperatureincreases(Robinsonet
al. 1976, Buttemet 1981), we chose the fraction 0.10

for all r• adjustments.The adjusted rb' is combined
with the value for r• calculated from the field T•, Ta,
and u data to obtain r, under field conditions. [To
account

for wind

turbulence

under

field

conditions

(Mitchell1976),
weassumed
rfo= 246d'x/•u.]
Thisfield
r,, together with the field T, and nighttime Tb(40øC),
was used to solve Eq. (2) for the rate of dry heat

transfer(/2/m
_ Edz/•)underfieldconditions,
from
which/2/• wascalculated
as

F/•v= [/:/• (Edq•)
] [1/(1 Et)].
Using the abovemethod and the data for T, and u
correspondingto the bird's position, we calculated

/q•vat 10-minintervalsthroughout
the night.

where t•[ = duration of daytime nonflight activities as a proportion of the photophase (t• = 1

t• = duration of the total observationperiod,

t,, = time spent rest-perching (duration of
night),

t, = duration of flight as a proportion of
photophase (G = 1 - t•0;

/q.... = existence
metabolism
of passefine
birds during winter as a function of

the averagedaily (24-h) air temperature (T•):

Daytime energyexpenditure.--Thisis the sum of the

secondand third terms in Eq. (1). The secondbrack-

etedterm,[t•/q,•],is thecostof perchingduringthe
day. It is obtained by extrapolatinglaboratory mea-

surements
of /q• (madeon fed shrikesperchingin
the light duringthe day) to the field. F/•, canbe
calculated
in thesamewayasF/•v,providedthecost

whereb = 1/30(/q•,• /4•),
/4• = 0.269m
ø*'ø,
/4• - 0.774mø.S22;
/:/,• = standardmetabolismof passerine
birds during the winter at night as a
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functionof the averagenighttime air
temperature(T.a):

fi•
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costof rest(nighttime)perching(kJ/h)

fi• standardmetabolicrate (kJ/h)
F/tv totaldailyenergyexpenditure
(M/day)
h coefficient of heat transfer (kJ-h •.øC •)

where/z/sin
• = 0.539m
ø-s3•
and h = 0.0127mø54L

When T, > T•c,Iqsm
= FIb,
where/z/b= 0.194mø6s8

/4F = power requirement of flight, assumedto = 12/4b.

LIST OF SYMBOLS

cp specificheat of air (10•J-kg 1.øC-D
d

characteristic dimension (m)

• evaporative
heatloss
E• fraction of metabolic heat production lost
evaporatively

/z/•e costof alert (daytime)perching(kJ/h) calculated for field conditions

/q•

costof alertperchingin thermalneutralzone
(3.51 kJ/h)

/z/•
Hi
/z/•
/z/•

basalmetabolicrate (kJ/h)
costof eating(kJ/h)
existencemetabolism(kJ/h)
costof flight(kJ/h)

F/• costof hopping(kJ/h)
/z/• metabolic
heatproduction

tn
r•
r•
r•'
r•
Oo

body mass(g)
boundary layer resistance(s/m)
whole-body thermal resistance(s/m)
field whole-body thermal resistance(s/m)
equivalent resistance(s/m)

forced-convective
resistance(s/m)
r• free-convective
resistance
(s/m)
r• radiative resistance (s/m)
r• total resistance(s/m)

T•
T,
T•
T•
T.•

surfacetemperature(øC)
air temperature(øC)
operative temperature(øC)
lower critical temperature(øC)
nighttime air temperature(øC)

t time (h)
t• duration of daylight period (h)
t•,time spent alert perching (h)
t• time spent eating (h)
t• time spent in flight (h)
t• time spent hopping (h)

tN• time spentin non-flightactivities(daytime)(h)
t, time spent preening (h)
t•e time spentrest perching(h)

120• oxygenconsumption
(mUmin)
u wind speed(m/s)
• emissivity of animal's surface(•0.98)
½ Stefan-Boltzmannconstant(5.67 x 10-•W .m-•-

/Z/o costof other activities(kJ/h)

/q, costof preening(kJ/h)

p density of air (1.2 kg/m a at 20øC)

